Integration Complexity Analysis




structured approach to calculate complexity of integration and b2b projects
simple, reliable, and repeatable; person and product independent
validated and refined in several integration projects

t2b’s Integration Complexity Analysis is a
simple, reliable, and repeatable method to
calculate the effort developing new or migrating
existing integrations. The method is based on the
experience gained from integration projects
performed by our EAI consultants. It has been
refined and validated during several of our
customers’ integration projects.
The driving force behind the development of a
complexity analysis for integrations was to give
our customers a reliable method that allows
making better decisions during the early stages
of integration projects.
Analyzing the complexity of a single integration
or a complete integration project will give you a
better understanding of:




overall complexity of the integration(s) by
- technology
- data structures
- mapping
cost of realizing by phase
- specification
- implementation
- testing
- deployment
- maintenance

Among the elements that need to be rated are:
 transport technology (FTP, X400, SAP-ALE,
Web Services, Queues, …)
 data structures (IDOC, EDI, XML, flatfile)
 mapping complexity (number of fields,
number of decodes, number of lookups, …)
Additional input helps to refine the model:
 reuse of existing elements
 available technical/business know-how
 maturity of technology
Complexity Calculation
Each of the above entered facts will either
increase or decrease the overall complexity by
adding/subtracting from - or multiplying - the
base complexity.
Effort and Cost Calculation
For each phase of the integration development
cycle, factors applied to the overall complexity
determine the effort and hence the cost.
The model is prepared to handle different hourly
rates for the various phases to handle for
example off-shore development.
Administration and Customization
All the factors used during the calculation can be
adjusted to fine-tune the model depending on the
customers own experience.
The preset figures have been determined by
performing post implementation reviews where
we compared the calculated effort with the actual
effort used to implement the integration.

Data Entry using MS Excel

Preparation
Before calculating the complexity, all relevant
elements of the integration need to be identified
and documented. A good place to store and later
share this documentation is the EIBB Repository.
(please see the EIBB Repository flyer for more
details).
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